
 

Multigroom
series 5000
11-in-1 grooming kit
for face, beard &
body

 
11 tools for face, hair & body

DualCut technology cuts twice
as fast

Self-sharpening, skin friendly
blades

Trimmer, 1 body, 7 face & 3 hair
combs

 

MG5730/13

Advanced styling and precision
11 tools in 1

Craft your own personal look with this versatile trimmer, which includes 11 quality

tools for styling your face, hair and body. Its DualCut blades deliver maximum

precision and faster cutting. The handles are designed for comfort and control

with a no-slip rubber grip. 100% waterproof for use in shower or enjoy a

comfortable dry shave. Get the perfect trim time after time with self-sharpening

steel blades that are as sharp after 3 years as on day 1.

Cutting performance
Faster cutting & increased precision

Versatility
Metal trimmer precisely trims beard, hair and body

Precision shaver perfects the edges of cheeks, chin and neck

Detail metal trimmer defines edges of your beard or goatee

Nose trimmer gently removes unwanted nose and ear hair

7 combs for trimming your face, hair and body

Easy to use
Run time: up to 80 minutes of cordless use per charge

4-year guarantee and worldwide voltage



11-in-1 grooming kit for face, beard & body MG5730/13

Highlights

DualCut technology

Power through any hair type with Philips

DualCut Technology, which combines a

double-sharpened cutting element with low-

friction engineering. The cutting element is

designed to perform time after time, cutting

hair twice as fast (vs. previous Philips model).

Metal trimmer

Enables you to get clean, sharp lines around

your beard, neck and hairline, or for a close

protective trim of your body.

Precision shaver

Perfect your sideburns and moustache with

the precision shaver for your ultimate finished

style.

Detail metal trimmer

Define your style using the precision trimmer

to create fine lines, contours and details.

Nose and ear trimmer

Remove unwanted nose and ear hair easily

and comfortably.

7 impact-resistant combs

7 click-on combs for face, hair and body - 1

beard adjustable comb (3-7mm), 2 stubble

combs (1,2 mm), 3 hair combs and 1 body

comb.

Up to 80-minute run time

Get up to 80 minutes of cordless use for every

16-hour charge.

Guarantee

We back this Philips trimmer with a 4-year

guarantee. Our grooming products are built to

last and engineered to give a reliable

performance, time after time. This trimmer's

parts never need to be oiled, and its battery is

compatible with all voltages, worldwide.
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Specifications

Create the look you want
Number of tools: 11 tools

Styling tools: Metal trimmer, Detail metal

trimmer, Precision shaver, Nose and ear

trimmer, 3-7 mm adjustable beard comb, 2

stubble combs, 3 hair combs, 1 body comb

Bodygroom/Hairclipping/Facial: Long beard,

Short beard, Stubbled look, Sharp lines,

Detailed styling, Goatee

Cutting system
DualCut technology: Cut in two directions

Self-sharpening blades

Accessories
Maintenance: Cleaning brush

Pouch: Storage pouch

Power
Battery type: NiMH

Run time: 80 minutes

Charging: 16 hours full charge

Automatic voltage: 100-240 V

Ease of use
Cleaning: 100% Waterproof

Maintenance-free: No oil needed

Design
Handle: No-slip rubber grip

Service
4 year guarantee
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